1. **TEXT AND TWEET** without the struggle: Logitech’s Keys-to-Go keyboard hooks up to your phone or tablet ($70, logitech.com).

2. **HONOR** a Turkey Day tradition and watch the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade in your pj’s (NBC).


4. **SHAKE UP** a Bond-worthy martini with Belvedere’s 007 Silver Saber vodka as Spectre hits theaters (Nov. 6).

5. **POUR** a cold one (or three) before a Thanksgiving smack-down: Packers vs. Bears, Cowboys vs. Panthers, or Eagles vs. Lions.

6. **JOURNAL** your way to Lea Michele levels of goal fulfillment with her new book, You First.

7. **HEAD** through the Looking Glass with Marc by Marc Jacobs’ Alice-inspired collab with Disney ($88, marcjacobs.com).

8. **CHECK OUT** the OG versions of your favorite characters at the Cooper Hewitt museum’s Pixar: The Design of Story (cooperhewitt.org).

**50 THINGS TO DO THIS MONTH**

11. BRACE YOURSELF for the epic final chapter of The Hunger Games. Katniss goes all or nothing in Mockingjay, Part 2 (Nov. 20).

12. STAND UP for women’s rights, like the fearless heroes of the UK’s early voting equality movement in the drama Suffragette (Oct. 23).

13. GAWK. Michael B. Jordan is a boxer in Rocky spin-off Creed, so... plenty of shirtless scenes. Need we say more? (Nov. 25)

14. GO META. Angelina Jolie directs Brangelina as a married couple in By the Sea (Nov. 13).

15. GET SPOOKED. Daniel Radcliffe plays assistant to James McAvoy’s mad scientist in Victor Frankenstein (Nov. 25).

16. SEE Keira Knightley live as she works a love triangle in her Broadway debut, Thérèse Raquin (Oct. 1).

17. CELEBRATE trans rights (and advocates like Laverne Cox) this Transgender Awareness Week (Nov. 14 to 20).

18. GIVE THANKS to your fam or friends with a Flatterbox filled with uplifting words from their loved ones (flatterbox.com).

19. GET IN LINE EARLY. Balmain’s collection for H&M hits stores Nov. 5 (Balmain x H&M, $399, hm.com).

20. BUNDLE UP. A jacket from Mackage and Paul & Joe keeps you chic in bone-chilling temps (mackage.com).

21. PREPARE to be on the edge of your seat during Room, based on the suspenseful best-seller (Oct. 16).

22. SUSS OUT these three films getting early awards-season buzz and align the Oscar pool odds in your favor: The Danish Girl (Eddie Redmayne goes for back-to-back statuettes as the turn-of-the-century trans woman Lili Elbe (Nov. 27). Carol (Cate Blanchett romances Rooney Mara in this lush 1950s-set drama (Nov. 20). Steve Jobs (Michael Fassbender stars as Apple’s iCar in this juicy biopic (Oct. 9).

23. DRINK TO the Coke bottle. Its fly figure turns 100 years young Nov. 16.

24. INDULGE IN Kate Spade and Magnolia Bakery’s sweet collab of accessories ($348, katespadeny.com).
26. **Take It Off**

Right now. There are 501 sexy moves to try in Cosmo’s latest DIY book *Let’s Get Naked*.

27. **Adopt a Turkey**

Have a guilt-free Thanksgiving. Donate $30 to Farm Sanctuary to sponsor a rescued turkey (farmsanctuary.org).

28. **Rub Elbows**

With Cosmo staff and speakers who #RunTheWorld at our annual Fun Fearless Life event in NYC, Nov. 14 (funfearlesslife.com).

---

**JESS GLYNNE**

The dynamite “Rather Be” singer talks debut album *I Cry When I Laugh*.

**ON HER ALBUM**

**NAME:** The album comes from a place of sadness, but a heartbreak album isn’t me. I chose to find the positive.”

**ON INFLUENCES:**

“Whitney and Mariah were the pinnacles. I would record myself singing ‘Hero’ on a tape player until I got it exact.”

**ON SAM SMITH:**

“He’s a friend of mine. He didn’t just have a record—he’s made people feel. If I could do half of that, I’d be very happy.”

**ON MUSICAL HORIZONS:**

“I’m a North London girl, and I am very London. But my family introduced me to all different worlds of music.”

30. **Flash**

Designer Karen Walker’s beauty accessories for Sephora—too cool to be kept in a makeup bag ($48, sephora.com).

31. **Lana Del Rey**

The queen of stirring cinematic cuts drops *Honeymoon*.

32. **Carrie Underwood**

Ends a three-year break (woot!) with *Storyteller*.

33. **BØRNS**

Synth symphonies abound on the alt rocker’s *Dopamine*.

34. **Demi Lovato**

Learn the lyrics to every feel-good anthem on *Confident*.

35. **Charlie Puth**

The “See You Again” singer is center stage on *Nine Track Mind*.

36. **Test**

Your pop-culture IQ (and count the celeb cameos) as Billy Eichner’s *Billy on the Street* returns for a hilarious fourth season (Oct. 8, TruTV).

37. **Indulge**

In the gorg costumes and the scandalous drama of the ballet world in gritty new series *Flesh and Bone* (Nov. 8, Starz).

38. **Go Wild**

Toms and National Geographic team up for a new line that’s comfy, fierce, and gives a boost to endangered felines ($59, toms.com).

39. **Tune In**

Carrie and Brad eight-peat (it’s a thing) as hosts of the CMAs on Nov. 4, then catch the AMAs Nov. 22 (ABC).

41. **DC TRIP**, by Sara Benincasa. Not even Olivia Pope could fix this teacher’s out-of-control outing to the capital.

42. **THE HEART YOU CARRY HOME**, by Jennifer Miller. An army daughter and wife has plenty of wounds to heal.

43. **THE MARE**, by Mary Gaitskill. Hold on tight: A poignant story of a city teen and her horse is anything but tame.

44. **DEAR MR. YOU**, by Mary-Louise Parker. M.L.P. pens poetic and often hilarious letters to the men in her life.

45. **MY JOURNEY**, by Donna Karan. The legendary designer and modern queen of the little black dress tells all.


47. **BRAVE ENOUGH**, by Cheryl Strayed. Prime your Pinterest for nuggets from this book of quotables by the Wild author.


49. **WILDFLOWER**, by Drew Barrymore. *D.B.* tells her story, from her rowdy early years to her happy, healthy present.

---

**Celeb Inspiration**

40. **YES FOR SUCCESS**. Queen of must-see TV Shonda Rhimes spills how one little word changed everything in *Year of Yes*.